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Eclipse Laser Gear

The Eclipse Laser Gear (ELG) is a fullbody suit combined with plastic armour components fitted with
receptors synchronised with the emitters fitted to the included rifles. Designed to be an affordable and
easy to manufacture laser tag equipment set for entertainment franchises and corporate staff events
with the ability to work in any environment making them viable within an office as much as an open field.
It was created in YE 40 by Galactic Horizon just before their quarterly staff social as an entertainment
solution for the group.

About the ELG

Cutting edge military precision laser receptive bodysuits and armour components designed to be
affordable for groups to buy in bulk and replace if damaged, offering an immersive experience in mock
combat for anyone to make use of. With a stylistic HUD included on the light helmet to simulate a real
battlefield situation along with the Dawn AI implemented as the “Commander” voice in the earpieces.

Groups using this product: Galactic Horizon, open market
Type: Entertainment Equipment

Nomenclature: GH-g2-2a
Designer/s: Galactic Horizon

Manufacturer: Galactic Horizon
Entered Service: YE 40

Pricing 1 000KS1)

Life Expectancy Indefinite

Appearance

Information pertaining to the physical description of the Eclipse Laser Gear, colours, shapes and size
information.

Eclipse Suit

The bodysuit comes in black or white with coloured stripes on the arms, legs and chest that can be
programmed to display any desired colour to make teams or special targets. The suit covers the entire
body up to ankles, wrists and necks and is made of a soft spongey material coating a fullbody flexible
frame of pressure pins.

Eclipse Helmet

The helmet is an adapted variant of the Adrenaline Utility Gear Pioneer Helmet with the filter system
removed and laser receptors added in its place. This variant also contains programmable strip lights
around the crown to identify team, the visor is modified to block out the infrared beams projected to
ensure no eye damage is sustained.
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Function

Information pertaining to the practical function of the Eclipse Laser Gear, how the suit functions, its
general composition and the modifications made to the helmet.

Eclipse Suit

Comprised of a flexible suit of pressure pins that are activated when an IR receptor is triggered to
simulate being hit in the location activated. This system allows for the user to experience mock combat
in a safe but realistic way with each registered hit triggering a slight pressure while the spongey coating
all over keeps it safe for the user.

Eclipse Helmet

A modified model of the Pioneer Helmet from the AUG set that acts as the control centre for the full suit,
the visor is reconfigured to display the otherwise invisible IR beams allowing players to see the beams
while protecting their eyes from harm.
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bulk purchase price is 600 a suit
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